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A power e�cient circuit topology is proposed to implement a low-voltage CMOS �-input pass-transistor XOR gate. 
is design aims
to minimize power dissipation and reduce transistor count while at the same time reducing the propagation delay. 
e XOR gate
utilizes six transistors to achieve a compact circuit design and was fabricated using the ��� nm IBM CMOS process. 
e performance
of the XOR circuit was validated against other XOR gate designs through simulations using the same ��� nm CMOS process. 
e
area of the core circuit is only about �	 sq� � m with �.�	�� ns propagation delay and �.���� nW power dissipation at �.� V supply
voltage. 
e proposed six-transistor implementation thus compares favorably with other existing XOR gate designs.

1. Introduction

Low-power circuits have become a major design forethought
with the overwhelming growth of portable applications, par-
ticularly, for battery operated hand-held devices. In addition,
higher power consumption raises the temperature of the chip
which in turn aects the reliability of the devices and circuits
[� ]. Various low-power techniques have been explored to
enhance the basic logic gates such as the XOR gate which
in�uence the overall power consumption in many system-
on-chip (SOC) implementations. One of the eective ways
to reduce the overall power consumption is by reducing the
supply voltage. XOR gate optimization in terms of power,
speed, and transistor count has signi�cantly improved the
performance of larger and complex circuits. Over the years,
various �-input XOR gate designs have been widely reported
to enhance the performance of various applications such
as full adder, parity generator, encryption processor, and
comparator. Traditional eight-transistor static CMOS XOR
gate can operate with full output swing but with the drawback
of power dissipation and transistor count [� ]. On the other
hand, XOR circuit based on the transmission gate [� ] is used
to overcome the signal degradation caused by the PMOS
and NMOS devices in pass-transistor logic. However, it has

the drawback of the loss of driving capability and requires
complementary signals to switch the PMOS and NMOS
devices and hence needs more transistors and area. A cross-
coupled (CC) XOR gate based on the pass-transistor logic has
been reported in [� ], which claims to have improved speed
and power consumption than the six device pass-transistor
XOR gate and works well under a low-voltage regime. A six-
transistor XOR gate realized from a modi�ed four-transistor
XOR gate by cascading a standard inverter as an output
driver can be found in [� ], which improves the poor output
signal level for certain inputs. Powerless XOR gate (P-XOR) is
proposed in [	 ] using a four-transistor circuit with no power
supply connection which consumes less power than other
designs but at the expense of a large delay. Another four-
transistor XOR gate design was reported in [� ], based on the
Gate-Diusion-Input (GDI) cell [� ]. A three-transistor XOR
gate can be found in [� ] using a CMOS inverter and a PMOS
pass transistor. It provides low-power-delay product (PDP)
but has a voltage degradation with the input combination� =
1and� = 0 . Elgamel et al. [�� ] also proposed a similar three-
transistor XOR gate, but it consumes high power when� = 1
and� = 0 and, in addition, produces a poor logic •�Ž for this
input combination. However, it may reach an acceptable logic
high voltage level with appropriate transistor sizing. 
us,
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F����� �: Circuit diagram of the proposed six-transistor pass-
transistor-based full-swing CMOS XOR gate.

both the circuits [� , �� ] may not operate reliably at low-supply
voltage. In this brief paper, we present a novel low-power, low-
voltage, and full-swing �-input XOR circuit using 	 devices,
implemented in ��� nm IBM CMOS technology.

2. Novel XOR Gate Topology for
Low-Power CMOS Design

A low-power constrained �-input XOR gate using six tran-
sistors is proposed which provides full output voltage swing
for all input combinations and enables low-voltage operation
with a small propagation delay. 
e proposed XOR circuit is
based on pass-transistor logic with an inverter as the output
driver to achieve perfect output swing. Pass-transistor design
enables small transistor count along with smaller input loads
(with signal input to source/drain instead of gate) oering
very low-power operation with high performance. Since an
NMOS device passes a strong •�Ž but a weak •�,Ž while
a PMOS device passes a strong •�Ž but a weak •�;Ž the
complementary pass transistors are organized to pass a strong
output logic level for all input combinations of •�Ž and •�Ž.

Figure �shows the schematic of the proposed XOR circuit
along with the device sizes using the ��� nm CMOS process.
It performs a perfect full-swing operation for every input
pattern.� dd connections to the source terminals of M� and
M� are used to drive a full-rail output of •�Ž. For� = � = 0
condition, transistor M� is ON, passing a strong •�Ž from� dd
to the inverter input which generates a •�Ž at the outputY to
turn ON M�, when � = 0 , � = 1 , and transistors M� and
M� are ON, which passes signals •�Ž and •�,Ž respectively. To
solve this problem,W/L ratio of M� is increased making it
larger than theW/L ratio of M� so as to pass only a signal •�Ž
to the inverter input and generate the strong output� = 1 .
For � = 1 and � = 0 , only the device M� is ON, and a
strong •�Ž is passed to the inverter generating a full-rail •�Ž
to output Y. With � = � = 1 , transistors M� and M� are
ON, and a weak signal •�Ž is passed to the inverter input and,
as a result, the outputY will also be degraded. However, the
feedback path causes transistor M� to turn ON when� = 0

thus passing the perfect signal •�Ž from� dd to the inverter
input resulting in the generation of the perfect signal •�Ž at
Y. 
is pass-transistor XOR thus does not suer from signal
level deteriorations like other pass-transistor XOR gates. 
e
transistor sizes are carefully chosen for optimal power-delay
performance under various operating conditions.

3. XOR Gate Performance Analysis and
Simulation Results

Extensive simulations of the proposed XOR gate along with
�ve other existing XOR gates found in the literature have been
carried out using the ��� nm IBM CMOS technology in order
to analyze the performance comparison. 
e simulations
were carried out on the Cadence Spectre platform and the
Synopsys HSPICE platform using the same test environment
to measure the propagation delay and the power dissipation
in each case. All the simulations were carried out with a �.	 V
to �.� V supply voltage range, a load capacitance of �� fF and
a throughput (clocking) rate of ��� MHz. 
e simulations
consist of functional veri�cation, power, timing analysis,
design rule checking (DRC), and layout versus schematic
(LVS) of the layout veri�ed using Cadence Assura. 
e
performance of all the XOR test circuits has been evaluated in
terms of the worst-case propagation delay. Propagation delay
is evaluated from the time interval between the ��% input
and the ��% output voltage transition points. 
e �gure-
of-merit power-delay product (PDP) is calculated from the
product of the worst case propagation delay and the average
power consumption. Several input patterns that covered all
possible cases of input values were applied, and the simulation
results veri�ed the correct functionality for every input
combination up to the lower end of the supply voltage range.
Figure � shows the HSPICE transient circuit simulation of
the full-swing operation of this pass-transistor XOR gate
indicating rise and fall times in the range of few hundred pico
seconds (@ supply voltage,� dd = 0.8V). Table �summarizes
the results of these simulations providing a comparison of
the propagation delay, the power dissipation, and the PDP
between the proposed circuit and the other recently reported
designs. 
e proposed XOR gate oers lower-propagation
delay than the other six-transistor XOR gates as shown in
Table �and depicted in the line graph inFigure �. 
e worst
circuit in term of speed is the three-transistor XOR gate.
It has the highest propagation delay against voltage scaling.

e six-transistor designs by the authors in [� , � ] are close
to the proposed XOR gate in term of power dissipation
and propagation delay, but the proposed XOR gate provides
better overall improvement compared to these other previous
designs. 
e proposed XOR circuit performed satisfactorily
for low-supply voltages, with the �.���� nW power dissipation
compared to the �.���� nW dissipation by the design in [� ]
(@ supply voltage,� dd = 0.8V). 
e �T XOR gates in [ 	 , � ]
and the �T XOR gates in [�, � , �� ] have almost identical
average power dissipation for all the supply voltages. 
e line
graph inFigure � demonstrates the eect of voltage scaling
on the average power dissipation. All other circuits have
higher PDP than the proposed XOR circuit as evidenced in
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T���� �: Comparison of the simulation results for dierent CMOS XOR gates with the proposed XOR gate.
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F����� �: HSPICE transient simulation of full-swing output voltage of the novel pass-transistor XOR gate.

Table � and illustrated inFigure �. At �.� V supply voltage,
the proposed XOR circuit has at least ��.�% improvement
in PDP over the design by the authors in [� ] and ���.	%
over the circuit by the authors in [� ]. As output load is
one of the parameters that aect the performance of the
circuits, we have varied the output load from �� fF to �� fF
at �.� V supply voltage for all circuits to study its eect on
the propagation delay. 
e proposed XOR gate is found to

be the best circuit in terms of the propagation delay for all
values of output loads as shown in the line graph inFigure 	.

us, from the simulation results, it is clear that the proposed
new XOR gate has the lowest propagation delay as well as the
lowest power consumption along with high output driving
capability. 
e improvements attained by the proposed circuit
are thus clearly evident when compared to these other XOR
gate circuits.
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gates with the proposed novel CMOS pass-transistor-based full-
swing XOR gate.

In order to verify the noise immunity of the proposed
XOR gate, the noise margins (NM� and NM� ) of the
proposed XOR gate and the other gates were determined
based on DC input-output voltage transfer analysis. 
e noise
margins for a �.� V supply voltage are shown inTable �.

e proposed XOR gate indicates acceptable values of noise
margin when compared with the other XOR gates.
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4. XOR Gate Fabrication and
Experimental Results


e mask layout of the XOR gate illustrated inFigure � was
fabricated in the ��� nm IBM CMOS process. Minimum
channel length is used for all the devices, and optimum
channel width is carefully chosen for each device in order to
achieve veri�ed functionality with low-power dissipation and
smallest possible propagation delay. 
e photomicrograph of
the fabricated XOR gate along with bonding pads is shown
in Figure �. 
e silicon area of the XOR gate was8.02 �m ×
7.03 �m (� �	 sq �� m) excluding the bonding pads.Figure �
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T���� �: Comparison of noise margins of dierent CMOS XOR gates with the proposed XOR gate.
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F����� �: Layout of the proposed novel CMOS pass-transistor-
based full-swing �-input XOR gate.

F����� �: Microphotograph of the fabricated novel CMOS pass-
transistor-based full-swing XOR gate along with bonding pads.

displays the functional veri�cation of the XOR gate with
a snapshot of the XOR input and output waveforms for
several input combinations using the Tektronix TLA����
Logic Analyzer. Level shi�er was used to generate low voltage
(�.� V) from high voltage (� V) of the pattern generator to the
XOR gate input. Finally,Figure �� provides the Agilent DCA-J
(�	���C In�niium) oscilloscope electrical waveforms for the
fabricated XOR gate (yellow= input A, blue = input B, and
green= output Y) indicating a correct operation for a supply
voltage of �.� V.

F����� �: Logic analyzer waveform of the input and the output for
the fabricated novel CMOS pass-transistor-based full-swing XOR
gate.

F����� ��: Oscilloscope waveforms for the fabricated novel CMOS
pass-transistor-based full-swing XOR gate (yellow= input A,
blue= input B, and green= output Y).

5. Conclusion


is paper demonstrates a new pass-transistor-based full-
swing �-input XOR gate topology implemented in ��� nm
CMOS process suitable for reducing the power and propa-
gation delay of an overall system on chip. 
e proposed XOR
gate was compared to other peer XOR designs, and the results
indicate satisfactory performance and improvements in term
of power consumption, propagation delay, and power-delay
product compared to the other designs. 
e proposed XOR
gate has a lower-gate delay and a lower-power-delay product
in comparison to its peer designs. It is thus suitable for small
area and low-power applications such as RFID tags.
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